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ABSTRACT 

 

Objectives: We compared a novel porous biphasic calcium phosphate (pBCP) containing 

70% HA and 30% β-TCP with autogenous bone (AB) regarding bone formation, graft 

granular size influence (0.7, 1.0 or 1.5 mm), physicochemical properties, and volumetric 

changes of the total grafted area as well its components (newly formed bone, graft particle 

stability and soft tissue).  Materials and methods: Article 1 used a critical size defect in rats. 

Analyzes included XRD (X-ray diffraction), SEM (scanning electron microscope) and EDS 

(Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) in vitro and then histomorphometry of biopsies 

collected from rat skull. Article 2 used a bilateral MSFA by lateral wall surgery in 12 patients 

in a split-mouth design. Analyses of three-dimensional (3D) cone beam computed 

tomography (CBCT) scans at different periods (T0, T1 and T2), and of micro-CT scans and 

histological slides of graft core biopsies were performed.  Results:  In the preclinical 

approach, similar physicochemical characteristics among pBCPs with different granular sizes 

were found.  Besides, osteopromotion regarding pBCP granular sizes of 0.7 and 1.0 were 

higher than AB. In the clinical approach, pCBP was similar to AB. However, in both 

approaches, the volume of the total grafted area and particles within the grafted area were 

more reduced for AB (45% and 37%, respectively, in article 1 and 31% and 33%, 

respectively, in Article 2). For pBCP these volumetric changes did not occur, except for 1.5 

mm size group in the preclinical approach, which showed a significant reduction in the last 

period (24 weeks). Conclusion: pBCP70:30 physicochemical characteristics, such as slow 

resorption, creates a favorable microenvironment for bone formation that is directly 

influenced by the granule size. pBCP70:30 promotes greater preservation of the grafted 

volume than AB, thus being a good alternative for MSFA and bone regeneration procedures. 

 

Keywords: Bone substitutes;Bone regeneration; Maxillary sinus; X-Ray Microtomography; 

Histology 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

RESUMO 

 

Objetivos: Nós comparamos um novo fosfato de cálcio bifásico poroso (pBCP contendo 70% 

HA e 30% β-TCP com o osso autógeno (AB) quanto à formação óssea, influência do tamanho 

granular do enxerto (0,7, 1,0 ou 1,5 mm), propriedades físico-químicas e alterações 

volumétricas da área total enxertada, bem como seus componentes (osso recém-formado, 

estabilidade das partículas do enxerto e tecido mole). MATERIAIS E MÉTODOS: O artigo 1 

usou um defeito de tamanho crítico em ratos. As análises in vitro incluíram XRD (difração de 

raios X), SEM (microscopia eletrônica de varredura) e EDS (espectroscopia de dispersão de 

energia por raios X) e depois análise histomorfometria de biópsias coletadas da calvária de 

ratos. O artigo 2 envolveu utilização do material para elevação bilateral de seio maxilar em 12 

pacientes, em um desenho split-mouth. Análise de tomografia computadorizada 

tridimensional (3D) de feixe cônico (TCFC) em diferentes períodos (T0, T1 e T2), micro-CT 

scans e lâminas histológicas de biópsias do enxerto foram realizadas. Resultados: Na 

abordagem pré-clínica, foram encontradas características físico-químicas semelhantes entre os 

pBCPs com diferentes tamanhos granulares. Em adição, a osteopromoção, para os tamanhos 

granulares do pBCP de 0,7 e 1,0 mm foram maiores que para o AB. Na abordagem clínica, o 

pBCP foi semelhante ao AB.  No entanto, em ambas as abordagens, o volume total da área 

enxertada e o volume das partículas dentro da área enxertada foram menores para o AB (45% 

e 37% respectivamente no artigo 1 e  31% e 33% respectivamente no Artigo 2). Para o pBCP 

mudanças volumétricas não ocorreram, exceto para o grupo tamanho 1,5 mm na abordagem 

pré-clínica, que mostrou uma redução significativa no último período (24 semanas). 

Conclusão: As características físico-químicas do pBCP, como a lenta reabsorção, criam um 

microambiente favorável para a formação óssea e isso é diretamente influenciado pelo 

tamanho dos grânulos. O pBCP70: 30 promove maior preservação do volume enxertado em 

comparação ao AB, sendo uma boa alternativa para o aumento do seio maxilar e para os 

procedimentos de regeneração óssea. 
 

Palavras-Chave: Substituos ósseos; Regeneração óssea; Seio Maxilar; Microtomografia por 

Raio-X; Histologia 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Bone grafting aims to replace missing bone in complex areas where bone reposition or 

healing fails. It is achievable due to the bone tissue capacity to regenerate completely if 

sufficient space is provided into which it has to grow. In orthopedic and maxillofacial surgery 

fields, various types of biomaterials are being used for bone repair and regeneration 

procedures (Jordana et al., 2017). The development and modification of these materials seek 

to improve the speed and quality of healing (Ebrahimi et al., 2017), since in Dentistry, there 

are different clinical situations that need biomaterials with specific characteristics or 

properties.  

Concerning bone grafting and substitute materials, for many years autogenous bone 

(AB) has been the first biomaterial of choice, since it has the three main properties of a bone 

grafting substitute including osteoconductivity, osteoinductivity and osteogenicity. 

Autogenous bone grafts, besides its unique natural three-dimensional structure and host cells, 

contain growth factors and promote the recruitment of new stem cells. Therefore, AB is 

currently the “gold standard” in bone grafting. These three main properties are determined by 

the chemical composition, cells and the physical structure of the biomaterials (Daculsi et al., 

2013). n case of AB, the amount of graft is very limited, the removal of intraoral bone 

increases the surgical time and the morbidity of the donor site, and it represents another 

potential local for postoperative pain and complications. 

Due to these disadvantages, many bone substitutes have been developed in laboratory 

with materials from extracted humans, animals and synthetic sources. In Dentistry, bone 

grafts are used as fillers and scaffolds to facilitate bone formation during wound healing 

(Polo-Corrales et al., 2014). The grafts should be bioresorbable and have no antigenic 
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properties. For example, bone allografts and xenografts are recognized by the recipient's 

immune system as foreign and will therefore be attacked in a process termed rejection 

(Shibuya and Jupiter, 2015). Additionally, the grafts should act as a mineral reservoir, which 

in turn induces new bone formation. Accordingly, there is a variety of bone substitutes 

classified by the origin or the type of material used on their production. It includes allografts, 

synthetic variants, xenografts, growth factors, alloplastic grafts, ceramic based grafts, 

polymer-based grafts  and cell based grafts (Kumar et al., 2013). Some of them have shown 

good rate of success and are widely accepted and supported by literature, however availability 

and cost could be still a disadvantage (Wang and Yeung, 2017).  

Ceramic based-bone substitute grafts include calcium phosphate, calcium sulphate, 

and bioglass used alone or in combination. Most of the materials present a single phase then 

they are referred as monophasic, that is seen in hydroxyapatite (HA) bioceramics. Thus, terms 

such as biphasic and multiphasic are used for bioceramics having two or more compounds 

with similar physical properties (Dorozhkin, 2012). Tricalcium phosphate was originally 

presented as a single phasic material until it was found that it had 20% of HA and 80% of 

tricalcium phosphate TCP (Ebrahimi et al., 2017). HA is a natural compound of the mineral 

phase of bone; therefore it has good biocompatibility and, additionally, it is more stable and 

has better mechanical properties than α- and β-TCP (Dorozhkin, 2012; Bouler et al., 2017; 

Ebrahimi et al., 2017). HA is most often combined with β-TCP because of its higher stability 

and lower solubility than α-TCP (Vereecke and Lemaître, 1990; Chow, 1991). Furthermore, 

β-TCP induces more bone formation in mesenchymal stromal cells than HA (Yuan et al., 

2010; Prins et al., 2016). Indeed, the combination of HA with TCP is the most studied 

material among bone ceramics, since this combination forms a bioactive compound with good 

grafting properties. Efforts to obtain a bone substitute with favorable properties and suitable 

for MSFA are still being done. Attention has grown for BCPs scaffolds for having not only 
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osteoconductive but also osteoinductive properties, even when implanted heterotopically 

(Coathup et al., 2012). In this respect, article 1 approaches the use of porous HA/TCP 70/30 

in MSFA in patients compared to autogenous bone with a 6-month period of healing prior to 

implant placement. 

BCPs may also show some drawbacks such as poor mechanical strength, lack of 

collagen or other organic compounds, presence of impurities, micro-scale grain size and non-

homogenous particle size and shape. However, in the last years, several changes on the 

production parameters such as sintering temperature, sintering soaking time, pH and purity of 

the initial materials, have given rise to biomaterials with improved physicochemical 

properties regarding specific surface area, surface energy, surface charge, surface topography 

and roughness, grain size and porosity (Daculsi and Legeros, 2006; Zhang et al., 2018). 

Porosity has called attention due to particular situations, as for example, it was reported that 

bone did not form in ceramics lacking microporosity, additionally, the osteoinduction 

potential seems to increase with their presence (Habibovic et al., 2005; Hing et al., 2005; 

Yuan et al., 2010; Coathup et al., 2012). The macroporosity also potentiates the 

osteoinductive capacity of microporous structures (Habibovic et al., 2005; Coathup et al., 

2012).  Recently, Wang et al. (2015) pointed out that porosity has a direct relation with the 

particle size. In this regard, different outcomes were obtained on the studies comparing 

particle size of bone ceramics in its efficiency on bone repair (Coathup et al., 2013; Wang et 

al., 2015)  therefore an optimal mean size for BCP particles for clinical use is still 

inconclusive. It should be noted that in addition to the particle size, all physicochemical 

configurations of bone substitutes directly influence the host response to bone grafting (Chen 

et al., 2015).  

In an attempt to approach the role of the particle size of BCPs on the healing and 

regeneration of the bone defects, we performed a second preclinical and complementary 
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experimental research. The article 1 uses the critical size cranial defect model in rats to test 

different particle size of the porous HA/TCP-70/30. Few studies exist on the effect of BCP 

particle size on healing and regeneration of critical-size bone defects and the outcomes are 

diverse. We hypothesized that particle size variation may influence the bioactivity of the 

biomaterial as well as the host healing response.  

Atrophy of the alveolar bone is aggravated by tooth loss in a chronic, progressive and 

irreversible way (Bodic et al., 2005). Losing bone by pneumatization of the maxillary sinus is 

another condition that occurs with aging in both dentulous and edentulous individuals. 

However, it is more intense in cases of loss of two or more teeth and alveolar atrophy in the 

posterior region. In these cases, immediate implant placement or immediate bone grafting is 

indicated (Sharan and Madjar, 2008). For implant placement, host factors such as the residual 

amount of the bone, quality of the bone, patient’s overall condition, local environment and 

anatomical variability can affect implant success (Martin et al., 2009; Chrcanovic et al., 

2017). Therefore, rehabilitation of these patients by use of dental implants remains a 

challenge in Dentistry. 

To overcome these issues, bone augmentation in posterior maxilla is performed with 

different surgical techniques and the most used are alveolar ridge augmentation and maxillary 

sinus floor augmentation. Alveolar ridge augmentation is less invasive and within its category 

are other techniques such as, guided bone regeneration (GBR), onlay/veneer grafting (OVG), 

combinations of onlay, veneer, interpositional inlay grafting (COG), distraction osteogenesis 

(DO), ridge splitting (RS), free and vascularized autografts for discontinuity defects (DD), 

mandibular interpositional grafting (MI), and socket preservation (SP) (Aghaloo and Moy, 

2007; Mcallister and Haghighat, 2007). They show good rate of success, however alveolar 

bone augmentation by maxillary sinus floor augmentation is the most successful method 
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because it resolves vertical dimension’s deficiency, which is the major challenge for implant 

placement (Aghaloo and Moy, 2007).  

Maxillary sinus floor augmentation (MSFA) has begun in the 60`s, particularly, to 

obtain a correct maxillary ridge and ideal vertical dimensions for prothesis making (Boyne 

and James, 1980). After that time, sinus floor augmentation was used in combination with 

dental implants. Currently, there are two techniques to approach the sinus cavity, the 

transalveolar approach and the lateral window approach (Caldwell-Luc technique) (Mohan et 

al., 2015). The choice mainly depends on the alveolar residual ridge height (RRH) (Pal et al., 

2012).  The lateral window approach technique to be used in combination with autogenous 

bone graft was first described by Tatum and published by Boyne and James in 1980 (Boyne 

and James, 1980). In 1988, two clinical cases using autogenous bone harvested intraorally and 

placed within the sinus were reported. Six months later, the implants were placed (Wood and 

Moore, 1988). Since then, the maxillary sinus floor augmentation is being performed for 

grafting with the intention of returning the height and width of the bone with a high degree of 

success (Dongo et al., 2018). The success comes from the fact that it is simple technique, 

allows ideal blood irrigation, makes it difficult surgical contamination and allows the 

possibility of grafting large quantities of bone substitutes with a favorable postoperative 

healing. In article 2, we investigate bone regeneration and its volumetric stability after MSFA 

of the atrophied maxilla treated with novel porous biphasic calcium phosphate (pBCP70:30) 

in comparison with AB. 

Thus, the general approach of these two studies is to evaluate the performance of a 

new porous BCP termed as pBCP70/30 in animal and human models. In both studies, factors 

such as time of healing, new bone formation and bone stability are assessed. They are relevant 

issues for MSFA, implant placement and other grafting purposes. Still there is scarce 

knowledge regarding bone substitutes to be used during MSFA and other medical-dental 
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procedures. The outcomes provided in these studies are helpful and provide new strategies in 

the bone regeneration and reconstruction field.  
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2 ARTICLES 

 

 

This thesis comprises two articles: 

 

 

ARTICLE 1 – Influence of biphasic calcium phosphate particle size on the 

repair of cranial critical-size bone defects  

 

 

ARTICLE 2 – Porous biphasic calcium phosphate ceramic for maxillary sinus 

floor augmentation: a randomized controlled clinical trial with 

CBCT, micro-CT and histomorphometry studies 
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2.1 ARTICLE 1 – Influence of biphasic calcium phosphate particle size on the repair of 

cranial critical-size bone defects 

 

ABSTRACT 
 
 
The diversity of tissue responses achieved in porous biphasic calcium phosphate (pBCP) 

materials are a consequence of their chemical and physical structures. Thus, physicochemical 

properties of a novel pBCP were determined by XRD (X-ray diffraction), SEM (scanning 

electron microscope) and EDS (Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy). Subsequently, the 

bone repair efficacy of this pBCP with different granule sizes [small (pBCP0.7), medium 

(pBCP1.0) or large (pBCP1.5)] was evaluated in a standardized 8 mm critical size bone 

defects in rat skulls, comparatively to particulated autogenous bone (AB), by 

histomorphometry. For all pBCPs, the proportion between HA and β-TCP was of 70:30 and 

the surface showed small concavities and microporosities. Histologically, no significant 

reduction of pBCP, regardless the granule size, was observed and the presence of concavities 

on pBCP favored bone formation. At 4 weeks AB treatment was superior to pBCPs, 

promoting a higher bone gain (32.6±6.4 mm3 vs. 12.27±3.79 mm3). However, between 4 and 

24 weeks, a higher reduction of AB particles and bone gain was observed in AB (BV=18.05 

mm3), while in pBCP0.7 and pBCP1.0, bone volume significantly increased by 175% 

(BV=34.668 mm3). A significant reduction in bone gain was verified in pBCP1.5 (BV=22.57 

mm3), when compared to other granulation sizes. We concluded that the presence of 

concavities in pBCP surface associated to its slow absorption creates a favorable 

microenvironment for bone formation, which is directly influenced by the granule size. Thus, 

pBCP might be an efficient bone substitute to repair large bone defects, as an alternative to 

AB. 

Keywords: Biphasic calcium phosphate; Physical chemistry characterization; Bone repair; 

preclinical animal model; critical size bone defect 
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INTRODUCTION 

Introduction of calcium phosphate ceramics as bone substitutes represents one of the 

major advances in biomaterials science for the treatment of critical bone defects. The biphasic 

calcium phosphate (BCP) ceramics are composed of a steadier phase hydroxyapatite (HA), 

[Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2], and a more soluble phase beta-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP), 

[Ca3(PO4)2]. The preferential dissolution of the β-TCP component in the bone defect 

environment influences the bioreactivity of the biomaterial, which is inversely proportional to 

its HA/β-TCP ratio1. Thus, HA/β-TCP ratio variations, called crystallinity variations, 

influences their bioactivity and biodegradation, and determinates the biomaterial stability 

during conduction of osseous growth2, advantages that favor their clinical use in oral and 

orthopaedic surgery. An ideal HA/β-TCP balance may also enhance mechanical strength and 

biological behaviors of these scaffolds1.  

However, the test of different HA/β-TCP ratios in different experimental situations 

has shown divergent results. In alveolar osseous defects, 85/15 and 65/35 ratios showed major 

attachment level gain than 50/50, 100/0, and 0/1003. In calvarial bone defects, a 60/40 ratio 

also showed greater bone formation than 0/100 at 4 and 8 weeks experimental periods4. 

Contrarily, other studies highlight the benefits of more β-TCP content in the biomaterial. 

Thus, 15/85 ratio showed a greater osteoinductive potential than 85/15, with faster and greater 

quantity of bone formation5. Additionally, it was reported that 30/70 and 20/80 ratios 

displaying faster graft resorption, more bone formation and space maintenance at 8 weeks6. 

While comparing different BCPs to the pure β-TCP in vivo, both high 60/40 and low 20/80 

proportions HA/β-TCPs presented larger bone formation at 2 and 8 weeks with similar pattern 

of healing and particles biodegradation regarding the augmented area of bone7. Thus, it is 

possible to observe that there is still a lack of standardized BCP proportions for the vast 

clinical situations. The BCP osteoinductive activity linked to their physicochemical and three-
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dimensional structural properties also has been reported 8,9. In ours previous study, a novel 

synthetic porous BCP (pBCP) with 70:30 ratio was able to stimulate specific cellular 

responses in different microenvironments generated into rabbit mandibular bone defects, 

leading to new bone and cementum-like tissue formations10. 

In order to explore all these beneficial characteristics of a new biomaterial, the 

crucial first step in its biological evaluation process is the proper material characterization11. 

Many of the different properties of the material can be evaluated, but due to the complex 

biological responses to BCPs, the extent of this evaluation relies on the type of material and 

on the properties (osteoconduction, osteoinduction, osteogenesis) to be analyzed. According 

to Ebrahimi et al, 2017 2, XRD, SEM and TEM analyses should be an integral part of material 

characterization in all types of BCP studies, especially in in vivo models. Besides, a scientific 

report should include details such as scaffolds' dimension, particle or granule size and crystal 

size and shape12. Regarding influence of the size of biomaterial particles in their osteogenic 

potential, studies are scarce and diverse. Thus, Coathup et al. (2013)²¹, studying silicate-

substituted calcium phosphate (SiCaP) particles with size among 1000–2000 µm, 90–125 µm 

and 90–125 µm, suggested that ceramic particles with 250–500 µm are more osteoconductive. 

For Pallesen et al. (2002)13, autogenous bone with particles measuring 0.5 to 2 mm3 is better 

than those measuring 10mm3 for grafting procedures. Barbeck et al. (2015)14, using biphasic 

phosphate ceramics between 400-1000 µm reported no influence of granules size in resorbing 

cells recruitment.  

The above cited data might provide a clearer understanding of the impact of the 

material physical-biological properties on healing, graft stability and bone formation as 

suggested by Ebrahimi et al (2017) 2. In this regard, bone is one of the few tissues that can 

fully repair itself by osteogenesis and healing process without any scar formation 24,25. 

However, in some situations such as bone disease, extensive fracture or excision of bone 
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tumor, the loss of bone mass is too large to be self-repaired. The treatment of these cases is 

still controversial and there is a need for evidence-based treatment decision making, 

especially for those defined as critical sized defects. In general, despite variations on the 

defect dimensions between humans and animal models, a critical-sized defect is regarded as a 

wound that cannot heal spontaneously, requiring extra assistance to regenerate15. To achieve 

bone regeneration, new surgical techniques and novel tools could be used to obtaining 

favorable biological responses. In all cases, bone substitutes are necessary16 and developing 

bone grafting materials with high ability to stimulating bone regeneration is an important 

strategy to achieve optimal bone repair. Preclinical models using rat17 and rabbit18calvaria 

have been widely used. However, previous studies17,18 suggest the necessity of a further 

standardization of critical size bone defect (CSBD) models to enable more accurate 

comparisons among studies considering: age, defect size, anatomical location, surgical 

technique to create the defect, evaluation method, period and following the 3Rs principles in 

animal testing17. 

Thus, the present study sought to perform the physicochemical characterization of a 

novel porous BCP and to evaluate in vivo its effectiveness in the repair of bone critical sized 

defects using three different sized pBCP granules embedded into blood clot versus use of 

autogenous bone (positive control) and blood clot (negative control). We hypothesized that 

granular size of BCPs has a direct influence on the healing response of the host tissues and on 

osteopromotion. Still there is a lack of knowledge and consensus regarding the role of 

granular size in bone regeneration. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

pBCP material 

The pBCP developed by Baumer AS (Mogi Mirim, São Paulo, Brazil) was obtained 

using a chemical reaction between calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) and phosphoric acid 

(H3PO4) in a homogenous phase distribution. Varying the initial concentration of the starting 

materials and the conditions of pH and temperature under which the reaction took place, the 

hydroxyapatite/β-TCP ratio was reached. The exact HA/TCP ratio and crystallinity were 

documented by X-ray diffraction analysis. The macro porosity of the material was achieved 

by precipitating the BCP material on a polyurethane sponge. This impregnated sponge was 

heated in stages and sintered at a temperature above 900oC to burn up the polymer material. 

The resulting porous blocks were crushed and sieved separating the granules by size. The 

resulting porous blocks were crushed and sieved separating the granules by size in pBCP1.5 

(granules of 20–40 mesh with largest diameter up to 1.5 mm); pBCP1.0 (granules of 40–60 

mesh, with largest diameter of 1.0 mm); and pBCP0.7 (granules of 60–80 mesh, which had an 

average of 0.7 mm at the largest diameter). 

 

Physico-chemical characterization of pBCP 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and structural Rietveld Refinement: The crystal structure of 

powdered pBCPs samples was evaluated by XRD in A Rigaku, D/MAX 2100 PC 

diffractometer, using Cu-Kα radiation, 40 kV voltage, 20 mA current, divergence slit of 1 

degree, receiving slit of 0.3 mm, nickel filter, through a 10 to 80º range of angular scan, step 

of 0.02º and fixed time of 1,6 s/step. For crystal structure indexing, theoretical cards PDF 72-

1243 and 70-2065 related to hydroxyapatite hexagonal phase and whitlockite trigonal β-TCP 
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phase were used, respectively. Quantitative information regarding phase composition and 

lattice parameters were obtained from Structural Rietveld Refinement using the software 

GSAS and EXPGUI interface (TOBY, 2001; LARSON, 2004) and the Inorganic Crystal 

Structure Database cards ICSD 26-204 and ICSD 6-191 for HA and β-TCP, respectively.  

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS): 

pBCPs were also dimensionally and morphologically characterized by SEM, using a Carl 

Zeiss EVO LS15 microscope (3 nm of theoretical resolution) equipped with a thermionic 

tungsten gun, operating at 15 kV. Before SEM characterization, samples were fixed over a 

double-face carbon tape placed over the stub and gold coated in order to confer conductor 

character to the samples, enabling electron microscopy analysis. Low magnification images 

were taken for the average grain size determination (20-25 particles for each sample and 

diagonal measurements). Using these data, both diagonals (D and d) average sizes as well as 

their respective standard deviations (SD) were calculated. Furthermore, high magnification 

images were taken disclosing further surface details. Elemental and chemical analysis of each 

pBCP sample was made using EDS Oxford INCA X-ACT integrated to SEM.  

 

In vivo study 

Animal and experimental groups: The experimental protocol followed “The Guiding 

Principles for the Care and Use of Animals”, according to the principles of the Declaration of 

Helsinki, and was approved by the Institutional Review Board for Animal Research of Bauru 

School of Dentistry – University of São Paulo (Process n. CEEPA0 008/2005 and 13/2009). 

Seventy-five male Wistar rats aging 5 months and weighing 450-500 g, were used (Bauru 

School of Dentistry Animal Care Department).  The rats were maintained in plastic cages in a 
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room with temperature between 22°C and 24°C, 12-hour light/dark controlled cycle and free 

access to food and water. The animals (n=75) were randomly divided into three treatment 

groups: 1) pBCP group (n=45) subdivided in three subgroups according to the mean size of 

the granules pBCP0.7, pBCP1.0 and pBCP1.5; AB group or positive control (n=15) and 

CSBD group or negative control (n=15) (see Figure 1A).  

 

Surgical procedure: The animal surgeries were performed under general anesthesia with an 

intramuscular injection of 80 mg/Kg ketamine hydrochloride – DopalenTM and 8mg/Kg of 

xylazine hydrochloride - Anasedan TM (both of AgriBrands Purina do Brasil Ltda, Paulínia – 

SP, Brazil) with anesthesia state duration of approximately 25 min. The state of the anesthesia 

was monitored closely throughout the procedure and, when necessary, a 1/3 supplementation 

of the ketamine initial dose was performed. Under anesthesia a fronto-parietal trichotomy and 

disinfection with 10% povidone-iodine (PI) was performed. Then a half-moon incision was 

made on the skull skin and a total thigh musculocutaneous flap was raised posteriorly, 

exposing the cranial surface. Using an 8-mm diameter trephine bur with continuous irrigation, 

a full-thickness defect (Fig. 1A1) was created in the parietal bones of each rat, exposing the 

dura-mater in its bottom (Fig. 1A2). The cranial bone plug removed (Fig. 1A2) was fixed in 

10% phosphate-buffered formalin for 48 hours for histological processing. In the pBCPs 

groups, the defects were filled with 80 mm3 of pBCP particles homogenized with blood 

obtained by cardiac puncture (Fig. 1B1), AB group was filled with 80 mm3 of particulate AB 

bone obtained from the calvarial plug (Figure 1B2) and CSD-control group solely with 80 

mm3 of blood clot (Fig. 1B3). 
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The post-operative care consisted of a subcutaneous injection of non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory and analgesic flunixin meglumine (2.5 mg/Kg; Banamine*-Schering-Plough 

SA, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) at 12 and 24 hours. 

 

Samples collection and histological procedures: The animals of each group were sacrificed 

with an overdose of the ketamine/xylazine mixture (three times the anesthetic dose). The 

cranial vault bones with the lining skin were collected and fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered 

formalin for 48 hours. The specimens were demineralized in ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid 

(EDTA), a solution containing 4.13% Tritriplex III (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and 

0.44% sodium hydroxide, for a period of approximately 40 days. Subsequently the pieces 

were submitted to histological processing for inclusion in polymer-enriched paraffin 

HistosecTM (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and 5-µm thick coronal sections were 

obtained and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE). 

 

Morphometric evaluations: Five coronal cross‐section of each defect obtained 

approximately at 1 mm (S1), 2.5 mm (S2), 4.5 mm (S3), 5.5 mm (S4) and 6.5 mm (S5) of the 

anterior border towards the posterior border (Fig. 2A) were selected. For each section, a high-

resolution image of the defect was obtained using a digital camera MC200 and a transmitted 

light microscope with x4 objective lens (AxioskopTM Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, 

Germany) and subsequently with all images of each defect, its volume was reconstructed (Fig. 

2B). The total volume (TV in mm3) of the initial defect (bone plug removed) and of the 

grafted region in AB and pBCP groups was calculated using the formula for cylinder volume: 

TV = [π. (D/2)² . h] where, “D” is the major diameter of defect and “h” is the average of  

vertical thicknesses of the grafted region as suggested by Cestari et al. (2009) 19 (see details in 
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the Fig. 2C). 

The volume density (Vvi, %) of each structure or component present in the grafting area of  

pBCP and AB grafts and in defects of the CSBD group were determined manually using an 

image analysis system (AxioVision, Carl Zeiss, Germany). Firstly, the total area (TA) of 

grafted region in AB and pBCP groups (Fig. 2D3) and bone plug removed in CSBD group 

(Fig. 2D4) was determined. Next, the total area of each structure/component (TAi) was 

calculated surrounding manually the contour of each structure. The volume density (Vvi) of 

new bone, material/graft and connective tissue were calculated by the formula: Vvi = (TAi x 

100)/TA (%). Then, the total volume of each structure (VTi) in the grafted region or defect 

was calculated by the following formula: VTi = (TV x Vvi)/100 (mm3). 

 

Statistical analysis  

All statistical analyses were made with Prism 5.00 software for Windows (GraphPad 

Software, Inc., California, USA). First, all data obtained from total volume of defect/grafted 

area, and volume of graft material, newly formed bone and connective tissue were submitted 

to normality test (Kolmorov-Smirnov). Since this parameter was satisfied, the data were 

compared among periods and experimental groups by one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), and the means contrasted by Tukey´s test. For all tests, p<0.05 was considered as 

the significance level. 
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RESULTS 

 

Physico-chemical characterization 

Crystal structure evaluation by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Rietveld structural 

refinement’s plots and related results (Fig. 3) showed a similar diffraction pattern for all three 

pBCP powdered samples and it was possible to identify two different crystal structures (Figs. 

3A1-A3): a hexagonal phase with the chemical formula [Ca10(PO4)6OH2] of the HA (PDF 

card number 72-1243) and a trigonal whitlockite phase with the chemical formula 

[(Ca,Mg)9(PO4)6] of the b-TCP (PDF card number 70-2065).  

Structural Rietveld refinements (Figs 3B1-B3) showed good compatibility between 

the theoretical and experimental patterns. The χ2 values of 1.318 for pBCP0.7, 1.431 for 

pBCP1.0 and 1.479 for pBCP1.5 confirm that refinements went satisfactorily. According to 

the performed structural refinements (Figs. 3C1-C3) in all tested biomaterials, the proportion 

between HA and β-TCP was close to the values provided by the manufacturer (70/30). Lattice 

parameters for hexagonal hydroxyapatite and determined from Rietveld refinements were 

very similar to the theoretical ones (a = b = 9.432 Å and c = 6.881 Å). However, significant 

distortions were observed in all three lattice parameters for trigonal whitlockite β-TCP (a = b 

= 10.439 Å and c = 37.375 Å). 

Dimensional, morphological and chemical evaluations of the pBCPs by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry are shown in Figure 4. 

The panoramic view and detailed view SEM images of pBCP0.7, pBCP1.0 and 

pBCP1.5 represented in Figure 4A showed a similar surface morphology with small 

concavities and microporosities. Larger (D) and smaller (d) diagonal average sizes were 

determined by SEM (Fig. 4D) and the values are shown in Table (Fig. 4E) where it is possible 
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to notice that, at least in one direction, the granule’s average dimension is in agreement with 

the values provided by the manufacturer.  

Qualitative and quantitative chemical composition analyzes were also performed by 

EDS and the results are shown in Figures 4B and 4C, respectively. According to EDS spectra 

for pBCP0.7, pBCP1.0 and pBCP1.5 (Fig. 4B) all HA and β-TCP constitutive elements were 

identified, i.e., calcium (Ca), phosphorous (P) and oxygen (O). Small peaks of magnesium 

(Mg) also observed in all analyzed samples are probably due to substitution of the magnesium 

atoms found in the trigonal whitlockite β-TCP. Furthermore, the observed gold (Au) peaks 

represent the conductive gold layer deposited over the particles for SEM analyzes. Lastly, in 

Figure 4C it is possible to notice a very similar quantitative chemical composition for all three 

tested pBCP, except for pBCP0.7 that presented a higher amount of calcium.  

 

In vivo critical-size bone repair 

Morphological and volumetric changes of grafted region and materials  

Panoramic photomicrographs of the bone plug and bone defects of CSBD, AB, and 

pBCPs groups are presented in Figure 5, together with the graphics of the total volume (TV) 

of the bone plug and grafted region and volume of materials (MV). 

The 8mm critical-size bone defect in the rat calvaria included two parietal bones and 

the sagittal suture. The bone plug (Fig. A1 and A2) represents the parietal bone removed 

surgically or the bone lost. The parietal bones are constituted by two bony cortices and 

between them small and few medullary cavities. The TV of the bone plug removed of all 

defects was similar among groups, being on average of 31.3 ± 2.25 mm3 (p=0.3694). In 

CSBD group, no closure of the defects occurred and small bone formation was restricted to 

their edges (see Figs. A2 and B2). In AB defects, the bone formation was present in all 
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grafted area connecting the AB particles (A3 and B3), while in pBCP defects the osteogenesis 

occurred initially at the defect border and near to dura mater surface going towards the center 

of the defect and tegument region. In the defects filled with AB and pBCPs the grafted 

volume was 2.82 times higher than the bone plug at 4 weeks being on average of 88.5 ± 6.65 

mm3  (see Figs. A3-A6 and graph C). Although no differences were observed between TV of 

AB and pBCPs groups at 4 weeks, a significant and gradual reduction of 45% in the grafted 

volume was observed only in AB group until 24 weeks (compare Fig. A3 and B3). This 

reduction of the grafted volume was accompanied by a reduction of 37% of the TV of AB 

particles. On the other hand, the MV of pBCP granules of different sizes maintained constant 

during all experimental periods, being in average of 38.2 ± 6.31 mm3 (p=0.9367). 

 

Histological and volumetric differences of bone formation in the defects treated with AB 

and pBCP with different granule size 

The histological details of bone repair in the critical-size defects treated with AB and 

pBCP with different granule size, and graphics of the total volume of bone (BV) and soft 

tissue (STV) morphometrically evaluated are presented in Figure 6. 

 At 4 weeks, AB treated defects showed major bone formation (BV = 32.6 ± 6.38 

mm3) filling 61.1% of the spaces between particles (see Fig. A1 and Graph 6E). In the same 

period, pBCP treated defects (Figs B1, C1 and D1) presented initially bone formation in the 

spaces between the granules located near to duramater while the intergranular spaces near to 

tegument was filled by connective tissue. In pBCP groups, only 24.4% of the spaces between 

granules were filled by newly formed bone (BV=12.3 ± 3.8 mm3) and 75.6% by connective 

tissue (CTV=38 ± 4.61 mm3) (see graphics 6E and 6D). Between 4 and 24 weeks, a large 

reduction of the total volume of the grafted region (compare Fig. A1 with A3) occurred in AB 

due to a decrease of 37% on AB particles volume (graph of Fig. 5D) and only 44.6% of newly 
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formed bone (graph of Fig. 6E).  Contrasting with this, a significant increase of bone 

formation between 4 and 24 weeks happened in all pBCP groups, reaching the spaces 

between the granules located near the tegumental region. At 24 weeks, the volume of newly 

formed bone was higher in pBCP1.0 (BV = 38 ± 5.1mm3), followed by pBCP0.7 (BV = 31.3 

± 6.24 mm3), pBCP1.5 (BV=22.6 ± 5.28 mm3) and AB (BV=18.5 ± 4.7mm3) (see graphic 

6E). 

 

DISCUSSION 

In the present work, our result showed that the novel pBCP containing 

hydroxyapatite and β-TCP with 70/30 ratio embedded into a blood clot can promote a large 

new bone formation in the critical-size bone defect in rat skull when compared to AB. 

However, the quantity of bone formation is dependent of the granular size.  

Clinically, most of bone substitutes used have granules between 0.1 and 5 mm in 

diameter, and they are frequently mixed with the patient’s aspirated blood. In the current 

work, we emphasize the importance of the blood clot in the agglutination of pBCP granules 

that facilitates their implantation and stability in the defect site. Besides, the fibrin scaffold 

connecting the pBCP granules and the blood proteins adsorbed on theirs surfaces favor 

angiogenesis, migration, proliferation and attachment of osteoblasts facilitating bone tissue 

repair. The pBCP capacity to adsorb biological fluids, including the entrapment of proteins 

and other molecules was related mostly to the microporosities present in its surface 20. 

Considering that the pBCP scaffolds analyzed here were rich in micropores, this may have 

contributed to adsorption of blood proteins, thus favoring bone repair. The effect of porous 

structures on protein adsorption has been considered as an interpretation of the osteoinductive 

potential of Ca-P bioceramics after implantation in ectopic sites observed in the pBCP70:3010  

and other BCPs21,22. It is worth pointing out that the hematoma/blood clot produced 
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immediately following a bone injury is considered a vital element for bone healing. Removal 

of the initial fracture hematoma impairs the repair process, whereas implantation of a 

hematoma can yield new bone formation in rodents 23  and bovines24. More recently, it was 

observed that whole blood clotted around BCP microparticles was able to induce ectopic bone 

formation after subcutaneous implantation in C57BL/6 mice as well as to repair critical-sized 

femoral defects in rats25,26 and that the mononuclear cell fraction present in the blood was 

involved in the new bone formation. 

The bone volume of the plug removed surgically using an 8-mm trephine bur was in 

mean of 31.3±2.25 mm3. In CSBD defects, no closure of the defect was observed until 24 

weeks and the volume of formed bone was only 30% of bone plug (BV = 9.57±4.67 mm3), 

highlighting the importance of the use of bone graft substitutes. AB graft, due to the 

combination of osteoinductive, osteoconductive and osteogenic properties 27 promoted bone 

formation in all grafted area connecting the AB particles, while in defects filled with pBCP 

osteogenesis occurred from the border of the defects and dura mater proximity toward the 

center of the defect and to integumentary region which highlights a high osteoconductive 

characteristic 28. At 4 weeks, AB treatment demonstrated to be superior to pBCP, promoting 

higher bone gain (32.6±6.4 mm3), which is similar to the bone plug removed, while for the 

pBCPs the bone gain was only of 36% (12.27 ± 3.79 mm3), similar to that of CSBD defects.  

However, in AB defects the initial bone formation and graft were not maintained 

until 24 weeks. Between 4 and 24 weeks, a higher reduction of 44.63% in the bone gain (32.6 

mm³ at 4 weeks to 18.05 mm³ at 24 weeks) and 37% of AB particles (27.69 mm³ at 4 weeks 

to 17.44 mm³ at 24 weeks) led to reduction of 24.14% in the grafted volume and increase of 

bone marrow space. On this issue, AB showed higher rate of particle graft remodeling and 

reduction. Only 4.8% of AB particles were found after 24 weeks of healing in the maxillary 

sinus augmentation procedure29. In a different manner, in all pBCP treatments the grafted 
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volume was stable during all experimental periods (mean of 90.17± 6.58 mm3), due to small 

absorption of pBCP granules (means of 40.61±4.0 mm3 at 4 weeks and 37.13±4.15mm3 at 24 

weeks). A reason for the small degradation of the pBCP was the higher percentage of the 

more stable (HA, 70%) than the more soluble (β-TCP, 30%) phases, as confirmed by XRD 

and structural Rietveld Refinements. In addition, the higher ionic dissolution of β-TCP results 

in microcrystals formation in a supersaturated microenvironment 1,30 that leads to an increase 

of multinucleated cells on the pBCP surfaces 31. Thus, a greater ratio of HA decreased 

osteoclasts activity to reabsorb the BCP 5. The stable pBCP 70:30 can help to preserve the 

bone that was formed in the early healing phases and maintain a microenvironment between 

granules auspicious for bone growth. This suggests that the novel pBCP can be applied to 

large bone defects that will maintain their shape over long periods of time 32,33. 

Comparatively, Jensen et al. (2008) also observed a decrease in the amount of initial bone 

formation in the mandibular defects grafted with materials of high degradation rates 

(coagulum, autograft, and BCP 20/80) versus less degradable oness (BCP 80/20, BCP 60/40 

and DBBM) that were still observed after 52 weeks. On the other hand, in the rabbit maxillary 

sinus augmentation, the volume stability and osteoconductive capacity of BCP with an HA/β-

TCP ratio of 30:70 was comparable to that of HA/β-TCP ratio of 70:30 in a short period of 

healing (2 and 8 weeks), but a significant more resorption of BCP 30:70 than BCP 70:30 was 

observed 34.  

The BCP physical structure, frequency, size and shape of pores, play an important 

role in several stages of new bone formation, such as cell adhesion and tissue ingrowth 20,35.  

Although porosity was not quantified in the present study, the materials studied here 

contained concavities and pore structures at both, the micro- and macroscale, leading to 

increase in its specific surface area. Histologically, the presence of concavities in pBCP 

created a favorable microenvironment which directly modulated cell responses for bone 
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formation. The presence of blood clot with high level of calcium and phosphate ions results of 

the BCP dissolution, promotes cell colonization, differentiation, adhesion and bone formation 

(see Fig. 7). It is worth mentioning that all pBCP used in this study showed a similar 

crystallinity, chemical composition and surface morphology, varying only in the size of 

granules. In all defects filled with different granule sizes, pBCP0.7, pBCP1.0 and pBCP1.5, 

the grafted volume was in average 188% higher than bone plug (90.17 mm3 vs. 31.3 mm3). 

The residual materials occupied in average 43.65% of the defect during all experimental 

periods and the bone formation was gradually occupied the space between the particles 

(56.35% of defect). Although at 4 weeks no difference was observed regarding bone 

formation of all pBCP groups (average of 12.27 mm3), a higher bone increase was observed 

in pBCP1.0 (183.5%, BV=38.05 mm3) followed by pBCP0.7 (166.32, BV=31.33 mm3) and 

pBCP1.5 (94.06%, BV=22.57 mm3) until 24 weeks. The BV of pBCP1.0 and pBCP 0.7 did 

not show changes, but in pBCP 1.5 it was 40.12% smaller compared to pBCP1.0. Differences 

in cell response have also been shown in the in vitro approach on granular BCPs with HA/β-

TCP ratio (65/35) of diverse granule sizes and porous blocks. The hMSCs proliferated to a 

greater extent over the small granules (BCP0.7) while large granules (BCP1.5) and blocks 

promoted quicker hMSCs differentiation 8, highlighting the importance of the granule size. In 

respect to other grafting materials, Pallesen and colleagues (2002) 13 reported an inverse 

relationship between particle size and volume of newly formed bone after using autografts in 

standardized calvarial defects of rabbits. On the other hand, a recent case series of 10 patients 

compared small (0.25-1mm) and large (1mm-2mm) deproteinized bovine bone matrix 

particles for sinus floor elevation and showed no difference regarding bone volume in 

biopsies harvested after 6 to 9 months of healing 36. 
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CONCLUSION 

This is a first study that evaluated the physicochemical parameters of this pBCP 

HA/β-TCP 70:30, correlating them with its with biological behavior, using a standardized 

preclinical model for bone regeneration. We showed that the presence of concavities in pBCP 

surface create a favorable microenvironment for bone formation, which is directly influenced 

by the granule size. Future clinical studies should be conducted to evaluate the performance 

of these materials. 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1: In vivo study. A) Critical-size bone defect model: A1) Creation of the bone defect 

in parietal bone using a 8mm-trephine burr;and A2) bone plug (black arrow) completely 

removed from cut bony edge and full-thickness bone defect (blue arrow) exposing of the dura 

mater/brain (blue arrow).. B) Experimental groups and periods: B1) Defects filled with pBCP 

of different size, 0.7mm (n=15), 1.0mm (n=15) and 1.5mm (n=15); B2) defect filled 

particulate autogenous bone (AB, n=15) obtained from the bone plug removed (black arrow 

in A2); and B3) defect filled with blood clot (CSBD, n=15). At 2, 12 and 24 weeks five 

defects per group were evaluated. 

 

Figure 2: Histomorfometric evaluations. A) Determination of total volume (mm3) of 

grafted area and bone plug/bone lost: A1) defect filled with pBCP (A1a), AB (A1b) and 

CSBD (A1c) shows the proximate location of the five coronal 4µm-sections (S1, S2, S3, S4 

and S5) evaluated; A2) central section of the defect (S3) showing the major diameter between 

defect borders (dotted line in red) and the heights of the grafted area (B1 and B2) and bone 

plug (B3) obtained at every 80µm of distance; and A3) cylindrical volume formula used for 

determination of the total volume of the grafted area and plug bone. B) Histological section of 

pBCP (B1) and AB (B2) and CSBD (B4) groups show the area evaluated (dotted blue area) 

for determination of volume density (%) of each structure/component.Note that in CSBD (B4) 

the area evaluated is referent to bone plug (B3).  

 

Figure 3: Crystal structure characterization of pBCPs with different sizes by X-ray 

diffraction (DRX) and Rietveld structural refinement method:  A1-A3) x-ray powder 

patterns show diffraction peaks of hydroxyapatite (HA, red asterisks) and tricalcium 
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phosphate (β-TCP, blue asterisks); B1-B3) Rietveld structural refinement’s plots show good 

adjustment between experimental and theoretical standards; and C1-C3) table showing the 

HA and β-TCP proportions within the samples.  

 

Figure 4: Morphological, dimensional and chemical features by SEM and EDS of the 

pBCPs with different sizes. A) SEM panoramic and detailed view of the pBCPs show 

similar morphology of the surfaces. See in details presence of many concavities on pBCP 

surface; B) X-ray energy spectrum of pBCPs show C, O, P, Ca, Mg and Au peaks; C) table 

containing mean and SD of each element and the Ca/P ratio obtained in the pBCPs samples; 

D) diagram showing dimensional measurements in both larger (D) and smaller diagonals (d) 

of the pBCP samples; and E) table containing the mean±SD of granule sizes of each pBCP 

samples. n=5 samples per pBCP granule size. 

 

Figure 5: Panoramic histological view of the bone plug and bone defect at 4 (A1-A6) and 

24 weeks (B1-B5), total volume of bone lost and grafted region (TV in C) and graft 

volume (MV in D) at all experimental periods. The bone plug is composed by a dense 

cortical bone containing rare marrow spaces and its volume was used as TV in CSBD group. 

At 4 weeks, the TV in the defects filled with AB and pBCPs (dotted blue line in A3-A6  and 

graph C) are similar among groups and higher than in CSBD. At 24 weeks the TV in pBCP 

groups (dotted blue line in B4-B6 and C) remained similar, while in AB (dotted blue line in 

B3 and C) it reduced significantly. The pBCP′s MV (black arrow in A3-A6 and B4-B6, graph 

D) remained constant along periods while in AB it reduced until 12 weeks. Bone formation 

(blue arrow) in CSBD (A2 and B2) is restricted to the defect borders while in AB it appeared 

in all grafted area merged with the AB particles (A3 and B3). In the pBCPs bone forms (blue 

arrow) initially from the borders of the defect then above the duramater, and toward the center 
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(compare A4-A6 with B4-B6). HE, 4X objective and scale bar =2mm. In the graphics 

bars=standard deviation and different letter are p<0.05 among groups and period by One-way 

ANOVA. 

 

Figure 6: Histological images of the bone defect filled with AB and pBCPs, and graphs 

of new bone (NBV) and soft tissue (STV) volumes of the different groups at all 

experimental periods. In the defects filled with AB (A1-A3) all graft particles (black dot 

lined area) between the tegumentar (Te) and duramater (DM) regions are surrounded by 

newly formed bone (blue arrow) connecting the particles. In pBCP groups, from 4 (B1, C1 

and D1) to 24 weeks (B3, C3 and D3), new bone formation (blue arrow) occurred proximate 

to the duramater (DM) growing toward tegument (Te). See the new bone level represented by 

blue dotted line. Graphically, the NBV (graphic E) in AB is higher than pBCPs at 4 weeks but 

it evolves inversely proportional until 24 weeks, however, pBCP0.7 and pBCP1.0 promoted 

higher bone formation than pBCP1.5 at 24 weeks. Between 4 to 24 weeks the STV (graphic 

F) reduce in all experimental groups except in CSBD group. HE, 10X objective and 

scalebar=2mm. In graphs bars=standard deviation and different letter are p<0.05 among 

groups and periods by One-way ANOVA. 

 

Figure 7: Evolution of new bone formation into the concavities of pBCPs. A) SEM view 

of the pBCP surface shows numerous concavities (blue arrow); B-E) Temporal histological 

events shows in (B) pBCP concavities (blue arrows) initially filled by blood and soft 

connective tissue; (C) Concavities filled by soft connective tissue in the central region and 

fibrous connective tissue surrounding the pBCP surface; (D) Concavities filled by connective 

tissue in the central region and bone tissue surrounding its surface; and (E) Concavities 

fulfilled by bone. HE, 40X objective and scale bar=2mm
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2.2 ARTICLE 2 – Porous biphasic calcium phosphate ceramic for maxillary sinus floor 

augmentation: a randomized controlled clinical trial with CBCT, micro-CT and 

histomorphometry studies 

 
ABSTRACT 

Objectives: We aimed to investigate bone regeneration and its volumetric stability after 

maxillary sinus floor augmentation (MSFA) of the atrophied maxilla treated with novel 

porous biphasic calcium phosphate (pBCP70:30) in comparison with autogenous bone (AB). 

Materials and methods: Bilateral MSFA was performed via lateral wall surgery in twelve 

patients in a split-mouth design using pBCP70:30 and particulate AB. The volume and height 

gains were evaluated by three-dimensional (3D) cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) 

scans obtained at three times: preoperatively (T0), 1 week postoperatively (T1) and 4 months 

postoperatively (T2). Bone core biopsies were collected during implant placement after 6 

months of MSFA. The biopsies were analyzed morphometrically by micro-CT and histology. 

Results: The residual ridge height at T0 was 2.3±1.45 mm (p=0.77). At T1, the MSFA 

volume was higher for pBCP70:30 (1.56±0.8 cm3) than AB (0.96±0.47 cm3). At T2, the 

MSFA volume was similar to that of T1 for pBCP70:30, while for AB, the volume reduced 

by 31%. The pBCP70:30 and AB core biopsies showed no differences in the bone volume 

density (30±5.0% vs. 24.5±4.9%, respectively) or residual bone graft (33.1±7.4% vs. 

24.6±2.8%, respectively). However, in the pBCP70:30 and AB biopsies, the soft tissue was 

predominantly connective tissue (25.9±6.9%) and bone marrow (40.8±8.6%), respectively. 

Conclusions: The amount of vital bone formed in MSFA with pBCP70:30 and AB is similar. 

Although the bone repair reaches a more advanced stage with AB, pBCP70:30 promotes 

greater preservation of the grafted volume than AB and is thus a good alternative for MSFA. 

 
Keywords: Maxillary sinus augmentation; Bone substitute, Biphasic calcium phosphate, 

autogenous bone; Clinical research 
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INTRODUCTION 

Treatment of the edentulous atrophic maxilla is still a challenge in odontology. 

Dental implants in the posterior region of an atrophic maxilla represent a compromised 

mechanical situation of high loading forces in an area with disadvantageous anatomical 

conditions (Rangert, Sullivan, & Jemt, 1997). Thus, the lack of an adequate quantity of bone 

after pneumatization of the maxillary sinus makes implant placement difficult, delays 

treatment and increases the complexity and unpredictability of this therapy (Aparicio, Perales, 

& Rangert, 2001; Tukel & Tatli, 2018). However, in recent decades, since the introduction of 

the maxillary sinus floor augmentation (MSFA) surgical technique (Boyne & James, 1980; 

Smiler et al., 1992), a high rate of success has been achieved. 

Traditionally, two sinus floor augmentation techniques are performed with good 

success rates. First, the transalveolar approach is less invasive and easier to perform with 

fewer complications, but it may not be indicated for MSFA in cases of a residual ridge height 

(RRH) less than 5 mm. Second, the lateral window approach, although more invasive, is 

preferred and indicated in cases of advanced pneumatization with a residual ridge less than 4 

mm from the sinus floor. The latter technique may have some complications, but these 

complications do not decrease the success of the method or the future stability or survival of 

the implant (de Almeida Ferreira et al., 2017). At this point, the grafting material selected 

plays a fundamental role in achieving good results with MSFA and may directly influence 

dental implant success (Hatano, Shimizu, & Ooya, 2004; Jeong & Lee, 2014). 

Currently, among bone grafting materials, autogenous bone (AB) is considered the 

“gold standard” because it presents an excellent combination of three important biological 

properties (namely, osteoconduction, osteoinduction, and osteogenic capacity) (Miron et al. 

2011; Miron et al. 2016). AB is commonly obtained from intraoral and extraoral donor sites 

and remains the best graft material for bone regeneration (Pereira et al., 2017). However, 
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clinically, it may have some drawbacks, such as prolonged operating time and hospitalization, 

increased donor site morbidity, limited availability and susceptibility to infections in staged 

procedures (Chavda & Levin, 2018). Thus, to overcome these difficulties, surgeons have 

preferred the use of bone substitutes, such as allografts, xenografts and alloplastic materials 

(Shanbhag, Shanbhag, & Stavropoulos, 2014). 

In this sense, biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) substitutes containing beta 

tricalcium phosphate (βTCP) and hydroxyapatite (HA) are good alternatives to AB. The 

chemical composition of BCP resembles that of the natural inorganic bone matrix; therefore, 

BCP-based materials show good biocompatibility and osteoconductivity (Frenken et al., 

2010). Over 30 years of BCP use, the material has shown good efficacy in many clinical 

situations, including acting as a scaffold or template and guiding new bone formation (Bouler, 

Pilet, Gauthier, & Verron, 2017). More recently, it has been observed that some BCP 

scaffolds can induce ectopic bone formation without the addition of osteoinductive factors, 

such as BMP2 (Coathup et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2018). This capacity has been attributed to 

chemical compounds released from the ceramics, such as inorganic Ca+2 and phosphate ions, 

that trigger osteogenic differentiation and subsequently bone formation (Khoshniat et al., 

2011; Maeno et al., 2005), but this mechanism is still controversial. Additionally, the physical 

structural features of these materials, such as the macro- and microporosity, particle size and 

surface roughness, which vary according to processing parameters, may interfere with their 

osteoinductive potential (Habibovic & de Groot, 2007; Habibovic et al., 2008). In a previous 

preclinical study performed by our research group (Santos et al., 2018), a novel porous BCP 

material containing HA/β-TCP at a 70:30 ratio (pBCP70:30) showed good osteoconductive 

and osteoinductive properties when implanted in rabbit mandibular critical-size bone defects 

and heterotopically in mouse thigh muscles. Bone formation occurred into the concavities and 

macro- and micropores of this graft material, highlighting its osteoinductive potential, which 
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is directly related to the structural characteristics of a biomaterial (Habibovic & de Groot, 

2007; Habibovic et al., 2008). 

The present study is the first randomized clinical trial testing the null hypothesis that 

there are no differences in new bone formation with the use of pBCP70:30 or AB grafts in the 

treatment of the atrophic maxilla with a lateral approach for MSFA. The alveolar residual 

ridge dimensions prior to MSFA, as well as the volume and height gains and other volumetric 

changes after sinus surgery, were monitored by cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). 

This radiological assessment has gained popularity, and CBCT analyses of MSFA results 

have been widely reported (Umanjec-Korac, Wu, Hassan, Liu, & Wismeijer, 2014). 

Additionally, comprehensive micro-CT and histomorphometric analyses of bone core biopsy 

specimens collected from the grafted area during implant placement were conducted to 

evaluate the quality and quantity of newly formed bone. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This study is a prospective, randomized, controlled, clinical trial in a split-mouth 

design according to the Helsinki protocol. The relevance of this design is that it removes 

many factors of interindividual variability from the estimates of the therapeutic effect. All 

procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee for Human Studies (CAAE 

03625812.1.0000.5417) of the Bauru School of Dentistry, São Paulo University, Brazil. The 

CONSORT 2010 guidelines for reporting parallel-group randomized trials were also followed 

(Schulz, Altman, & Moher, 2010). It was conducted in patients who sought implant treatment 

in the implant dentistry clinic of the Brazilian Association of Dentists of Balneário Camboriú, 

Santa Catarina, Brazil, during 2012 and 2013. The clinical study design is illustrated in Figure 

1A. 
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Patient selection 

The patients in this study were partially (premolar and molar region) or totally 

edentulous and all in need of bilateral MSFA. The patients were fully informed about the 

bone grafting and implant therapy procedures, the benefits and possible risks, and other 

treatment alternatives and signed a written consent form. The inclusion criteria were as 

follows: adult subjects aged more than 40 years with total bilateral maxillary atrophy equal to 

5 mm or less from the alveolar crest to the sinus floor. The need for sinus elevation was 

determined by the presence of severe alveolar ridge atrophy rated class IV or V (Cawood & 

Howell, 1988). Standard exclusion criteria for bone grafting procedures were used, including 

pregnancy, systemic diseases, allergy, alcoholism, maxillary sinus pathologies (e.g., abscess, 

cyst and sinusitis), use of illicit drugs or drugs affecting bone metabolism (e.g., steroids and 

bisphosphonates), recent (within 5 years) radiotherapy in the maxillae, tobacco use, 

periodontal disease, dentures, and heavily scarred mucosa at the site (Kakar et al., 2017). 

Diagnosis was made after a clinical examination and an evaluation of the dental casts 

and panoramic radiographs to observe the height and width of the alveolar ridge and to 

identify critical anatomical structures, such as the maxillary sinus and the mandibular canal. A 

preoperative 3D CBCT examination was also performed to determine the volume needed 

prior to implant insertion. Additionally, the restorative treatment was planned by occlusal 

analysis of the articulated casts and diagnostic wax-ups. 

Randomization and blinding  

A computer-generated list was prepared (http://www.randomizer.org), and concealed 

randomization envelopes were stored by an independent person unaware of the study 

protocol. To ensure the blinding, the surgeon did not partake in the statistical analysis. On the 

other hand, the surgical plan and grouping was confidential to the statistical analyst.  

Graft characteristics 
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AB was harvested from the mandibular ramus and/or symphysis by a surgical 

procedure under local anesthesia induced using mepivacaine 2% with epinephrine at 1:1000 

(DFL, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). The surgical approaches used Nº 701 burs and chisels, and the 

harvested bone was crushed by a bone crusher (Muzimed, Canoas, Brazil). The amount of 

graft to be obtained was determined to fill a volume of approximately 12 mm in height (Fig. 

1A). A novel commercially available biphasic ceramic (pBCP70/30; GenPhos-XP, Baumer 

SA, Mogi Mirim, SP, Brazil) with granulated particles of 0.50-0.75 mm was used in this 

study (Fig. 1B). 

 

MSFA surgical procedure and biopsy harvesting 

All MSFA surgeries were performed by a single well-trained surgeon (RQPM) 

following the protocol for the lateral window approach (Boyne & James, 1980; Tatum, 1986). 

Antibiotic prophylaxis (2 g of amoxicillin 1 h before the surgery) and mouth rinsing with 

chlorhexidine had previously been prescribed to the patients. After local anesthesia was 

induced with 2% mepivacaine and epinephrine at 1:1000, an incision was made in the mucous 

membrane 5 mm away from the planned osteotomy, and a full-thickness mucoperiosteal flap 

was raised. Regarding the contour of the maxillary sinus, as observed in previous X-ray 

images, a bony window was made in the lateral wall of the sinus using a spherical diamond 

burr, and then the sinus membrane was released. According to the split-mouth design, both 

materials were randomly assigned to either the right or left sinus. Thus, after checking the 

integrity of the Schneiderian membrane with Valsalva maneuver, a sealed opaque envelope 

was opened, revealing to the surgeon the grafting material to be used. The space created 

between the membrane and the sinus floor was filled with the graft material, i.e., AB (Fig. 

1B1) or pBCP70:30 (Fig. 1B2), randomly selected for the left or right side (Fig. 1B3-1B4) 

until filling approximately 12 mm of the sinus height (Fig. 1B5-1B6). A resorbable collagen 
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membrane (GenDerm, BAUMER SA, Mogi Mirim, São Paulo, Brazil) was used to cover the 

bony window. The primary wound was closed with Vicryl 4-0 (Ethicon, Johnson & Johnson, 

São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil). Postoperative medication included 550 mg of 

naproxen sodium for three days and 500 mg of amoxicillin three times daily for seven days to 

minimize inflammation, relieve/avoid pain and reduce the chances of infection. 

At 6 months after MSFA, two hybrid surface implants sandblasted with aluminum 

oxide particles and etched with acid (Titaniumfix, São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil) 

were installed in each augmented sinus region. A cylindrical apico-coronal core bone graft 

biopsy was obtained from the region posterior to the implant using a 3.0 x 15 mm trephine 

drill (Neodent, Curitiba, Brazil) (Fig. 1B7). The biopsy was then fixed in 10% neutral 

buffered formalin (pH 7.2) for 48 hours and processed for micro-CT and histomorphometry. 

Six months later, prosthetic implants were placed. 

 

Radiological analysis 

In addition to preoperative panoramic radiographs, 3D CBCT was performed at 

different time points (see timeline in Fig. 1A). A preoperative (T0) CBCT scan was obtained 

to evaluate the sinus anatomy, determine the presence of pathologies and examine the residual 

alveolar ridge. After MSFA surgery, two scans were obtained, one after seven days (T1) and 

another after four months (T2), to evaluate the grafted volume changes and enhance the 

precision and accuracy of the implant surgery. All images were obtained using an i-CAT 

Classic CBCT system (Imaging Sciences International, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, USA). The 

images were 1.0 mm thick and collected at an interval of 0.2 mm under 120 kVp and 100 mA. 

CBCT data were collected in the DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) 

file format, and 3D analysis was performed using SimPlant OMS Standalone 14.0 software 

(SIMPLANT Business Unit, Technologielaan, Belgium). 
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All measurements were repeated two times in new randomized sets by the same 

investigator. Then, the possible intraexaminer error was tested with postsurgical images from 

five randomly selected augmented maxillary sinuses. To obtain the gain in height after MSFA 

(Fig. 1B5-B6), the maximum distance between the alveolar crest and the apical portion of the 

graft was calculated at T1 and T2 and then compared to the height of the residual alveolar 

ridge at T0. The volume gains of the grafted materials into the maxillary sinus were calculated 

according to the “total height method” which consists of subtracting the empty space volume 

within the maxillary sinus from the total sinus volume (Krennmair, Krainhofner, Maier, 

Weinlander, & Piehslinger, 2006).  

 

Micro-CT analysis of biopsies 

Biopsies obtained with a trephine bur (Fig. 1B7) were scanned by a micro-CT 

SkyScan 1174 system (Bruker, Aartselaar, Belgium). The X-ray beam source was set to 50 

kV and 800 µA, and a 0.5-mm-thick aluminum filter was used. The voxel size was 9.3 µm, 

and the other parameters included 360° rotation, a rotation step of 1° and three average frames 

with an exposure time of 5300 ms. Image reconstruction was performed using NRecon 1.6.8 

software (Bruker, SkyScan, Aartselaar, Belgium) with the following settings: beam hardening 

adjustment, 28%; smoothing, 3; ring artifact reduction, 12. Alignment of images in the 

coronal, sagittal and transaxial planes was performed using DataViewer 1.4.4 software 

(Bruker, SkyScan, Aartselaar, Belgium). 3D images were obtained using CTVox software 

(Bruker, SkyScan, Aartselaar, Belgium) (Fig. 2A). In the CTAn program (Bruker, SkyScan, 

Aartselaar, Belgium), morphometric quantifications of the total volume, bone volume density 

and grafted material density were performed using a cylindrical region of interest (ROI) 3.1 

mm in diameter (Fig. 2B). After volume of interest (VOI) selection, binarization was 

performed. That is, an image with different gray levels was converted into an image with a 
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binary representation such that distinguishing the grafted material (Fig. C) from the newly 

formed bone (Fig. 2D) was possible. Thus, to perform the 3D analysis, adequate threshold 

ranges were determined for the biomaterial (170-255), the AB (170-255) and the newly 

formed bone (77-169). 

 

Histological and histomorphometric procedures 

Samples were demineralized in EDTA solution containing 4.13% Titriplex III from 

Merck® and 0.44% sodium hydroxide at 2 to 8 °C for approximately 30 days and then 

embedded in polymer-enriched paraffin (Histosec, Merck®) Semiserial, 4-µm-thick, apico-

coronal and sagittal sections were obtained and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE). 

The volume density (Vvi) of each constituent (graft, newly formed bone, connective 

tissue, inflammatory infiltrate and bone marrow) in the biopsy was analyzed in an AxioVision 

imaging system (Carl Zeiss, Germany). From each biopsy, 4 histological sections were 

imaged using an AxioScope 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) with a 10X objective lens 

coupled to a high-resolution AxioCam digital camera (Carl Zeiss, Germany). First, the total 

biopsy area (A) and the total area occupied by each constituent (Ai) were determined. Then, 

the volume density (Vvi) of each constituent was calculated by the formula VVi = [(Ai/A) x 

100] (Weibel, 1969) . 

 

Statistical analysis 

InStat software (version 3.0 for Windows) and GraphPad Prism (version 6.0 for 

Windows) (GraphPad Software Co., La Jolla, CA, USA) were used. Data were checked for 

normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and homogeneity (Bartlett test). For CBCT, data were 

analyzed by paired t test. For micro-CT and histomorphometry, data were analyzed by the 

Mann-Whitney U test. Correlations between the micro-CT morphometric data and 
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corresponding histomorphometric values were evaluated using Pearson correlation 

coefficients (r2). The significance level was set at 0.05. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Patient and biopsy data 

Patient data are shown in Table 1. In all, 12 patients were enrolled in this study 

according to the eligibility criteria and the power and sample size obtained by Nizam et al. 

2018 in a similar clinical model. All patients required bilateral MSFA, and 69 implants were 

installed in the posterior maxillary region after the surgery. During the MSFA procedure, one 

Schneiderian membrane in the pBCP70:30 group and another in the AB group perforated. 

Thus, these two patients were excluded from the study. In addition, eight maxillary sinuses 

filled with AB and 1 filled with pBCP70:30 did not have enough bone volume to perform the 

biopsy. Thus, a total of eleven maxillary sinus biopsies were collected during the implant 

installation period, 3 from the AB group and 8 from the pBCP70:30 group. 

 

CBCT analysis 

CBCT analysis of the maxillary sinuses (Fig. 3) of 12 patients showed a similar RRH 

between the groups at T0 (mean height, 2.3 mm). Seven days after MSFA (T1), the presence 

of the grafted material was observed on both the right and left sides, but the grafted volume 

was greater in the pBCP70:30 (1.56 cm3) group than in the AB (0.96 cm3) group. At 4 months 

after MSFA (T2), the grafted volume of AB was reduced by 31%, while that of 

pBCP70:30remained stable. At T2, the maximum gain in height (T2-T0) was not significantly 

different between the groups (see radiographic images and morphometric data in Fig. 3). 
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Micro-CT and histomorphometry analyses of the biopsies 

Histological sections show an excellent, high-resolution representation of the bone, 

soft tissues and cells, while micro-CT provides a 3D view of the mineralized structures at the 

microscopic level. Thus, the 3D reconstructed micro-CT images obtained were compared 

with representative images of histological sections, as illustrated in Figures 4-6. 

In all biopsies in the AB group (Fig. 4), both micro-CT and histological images 

showed the presence of large, dense particles of AB surrounded by a thin low-density layer of 

newly formed bone (NB), with the spaces between them filled with soft tissue. Histologically, 

the AB particles presented a lamellar bone tissue pattern with many nutrient channels and 

empty osteocyte lacunae. The thin, newly formed woven bone around the particles presented 

a disorganized arrangement, with several dispersed osteocytes in the bone matrix without a 

lamellar arrangement. The hypodense black spaces between the particles and newly formed 

bone shown in the micro-CT images were filled with bone marrow. 

In all biopsies in the pBCP70:30 group, both micro-CT and histological images 

(Figs. 5-6) showed the presence of pBCP70:30 granules with irregular shapes and contours. 

Inside the pores and concavities of granules and in the spaces between them, a large amount 

of newly formed bone was observed that partially (Fig. 5B2) or totally (Fig. 5B1) filled the 

spaces. In all samples, newly formed bone was in direct contact with the residual grafting 

material. Histologically, six pBCP70:30 biopsies showed newly formed cancellous bone with 

a lamellar arrangement, without signs of bone or biomaterial resorption and with large spaces 

between the particles filled by bone marrow bone and connective tissue (Fig. 5). In the other 

three biopsies, dense new bone formation was observed filling large parts of the spaces 

between the particles, along with several giant multinucleated cells and/or osteoclasts on the 

surface of the pBCP70:30 granules and newly formed bone, indicating active remodeling of 
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both the bone and the grafted material (Fig. 6). In these cases, the small spaces observed 

between the bone trabeculae and pBCP70:30 granules were filled by connective tissue. 

 

3D micro-CT morphometry and 2D histomorphometry 

Table 2 shows the morphometric data obtained by micro-CT and histology. The 

Mann-Whitney U test did not show significant differences between the groups regarding the 

total volume of the biopsy according to the 3D micro-CT analysis or the volume density of 

the graft material and newly formed bone according to either evaluation method. The volume 

density distributions obtained by the histomorphometric and microtomographic analyses (Fig. 

7) show a high positive Pearson's correlation coefficient for both the graft material (Fig. 7A, 

r2 = 0.72) and newly formed bone (Fig. 7B, r2 = 0.77). The connective tissue volume density 

obtained from the histological sections was significantly higher in the pBCP70:30 group than 

in the AB group, whereas the bone marrow volume density was significantly lower (see Table 

2). 

 

DISCUSSION 

The present randomized clinical trial compared the clinical performance of 

pBCP70:30 and AB grafts in MSFA prior to the placement of dental implants. To date, the 

best material for bone regeneration and reconstruction is AB (Pereira et al., 2017); 

nevertheless, pBCP70:30 has been shown to be an efficient substitute for bone autografts. 

Based on the results obtained by CBCT, 3D micro-CT and histomorphometry, we provide 

evidence supporting acceptance of the null hypothesis that there are no differences in new 

bone formation between pBCP70:30 and AB treatments in MSFA in the short term. In 

addition, pBCP70:30 showed optimal clinical performance due to its lower graft volume loss 

than AB and high bioactivity. 
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Both AB and pBCP70:30 performed successfully, with 83% of patients (10 of 12 

patients) experiencing uneventful treatment. However, 17% of patients experienced 

membrane perforation in one sinus, and this rate is within the current range, i.e., 20% to 24%, 

for sinus membrane perforation occurring with the use of rotatory instruments (Jordi, 

Mukaddam, Lambrecht, & Kuhl, 2018; Stacchi et al., 2017). This most common 

intraoperative complication of MSFA is related to anatomical factors, such as septa, the 

thickness and angles of sinus walls and mucosal membrane abnormalities (Shanbhag, Karnik, 

Shirke, & Shanbhag, 2014; Tukel & Tatli, 2018). Additionally, a residual bone height of 3-6 

mm with the presence of septa is associated with membrane perforation and graft failure 

(Becker et al., 2008; Tukel & Tatli, 2018). No other complications, such as bleeding or 

infection, occurred. A collagen membrane was used to cover the lateral window to reduce the 

chances of sinus infection and to increase graft survival (Pjetursson, Tan, Zwahlen, & Lang, 

2008). 

In the present study, the RRH as evaluated by CBCT at T0 was 2.3 mm, which is 

below the current range of 4.9 mm to 8.6 mm recently reported by others using CBCT 

(Lozano-Carrascal et al., 2017). This RRH observed in our patients strictly indicated that the 

lateral window approach for MSFA was more suitable than the transalveolar technique 

(Shanbhag, Karnik, et al., 2014). Moreover, in these cases, other approaches present a higher 

risk of failure (Pjetursson et al., 2008). The vertical grafted height at T2 was similar between 

the groups (9.4 mm for pBCP70:30 and 9.2 mm for AB) and provided enough bone to 

achieve primary stability with high-torque implant insertion (≥45 N) after 6 months of 

healing. Similar height gains have also been found among other grafting materials, e.g., 8.5 

mm to 11 mm with xenografts (Fouad, Osman, Atef, & Hakam, 2018; Umanjec-Korac et al., 

2014), and 8.7 mm (Frenken et al., 2010) and 7.5 mm (Bouwman, Bravenboer, Frenken, Ten 

Bruggenkate, & Schulten, 2017) with BCP60:40 after 6 and 9 months, respectively. 
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Graft resorption and sinus repneumatization can occur after MSFA to different 

degrees among different materials after different periods of time (Hatano et al., 2004). To 

assess the graft volume and determine the rate of reabsorption, CBCT is widely used because 

it is practical and allows accurate 3D evaluation (Umanjec-Korac et al., 2014). In the present 

study, CBCT showed a significant loss of 31% of the AB graft volume at T2. Comparatively, 

previous CBCT studies have noted AB graft volume reductions ranging from 16% to 49% at 

6 months. These variations may be influenced by the donor harvesting site (Johansson, Grepe, 

Wannfors, & Hirsch, 2001; Smolka, Eggensperger, Carollo, Ozdoba, & Iizuka, 2006). In this 

regard, higher graft volume reductions could be a disadvantage of using AB, since in cases of 

infection or graft failure, replacement using AB would not be possible (Nkenke & Neukam, 

2014). In contrast, the pBCP70:30 volume did not change. Since previous clinical studies 

using BCP60:40 have shown a reduction of approximately 15% of volume at six months 

(Kuhl et al., 2013; Ohe et al., 2016), the volume maintenance observed for pBCP70:30 can be 

explained by the HA/TCP ratio. 

The presence of high bioactivity is an important factor that determines the rate of 

graft turnover, i.e., graft remodeling, which permits live tissue formation around the graft. 

Thus, biopsies harvested during implant installation were analyzed by micro-CT and 

histomorphometry. A strong Pearson correlation coefficient (r > 0.8) was observed between 

the volume density data obtained by both methods for both the graft material and the newly 

formed bone. The concomitant use of micro-CT and histology provided a comprehensive 

picture of the quality and quantity of bone regenerated at 6 months after MSFA surgery. 

Although the volume density of the pBCP70:30 granules (33.05%) was higher than that of the 

AB particles (24.57%), no significant differences were found (p=0.0636). The same result 

was observed for the volume density of newly formed bone, with a tendency toward higher 

values for MSFA with pBCP70:30 (30%) than that with AB (24.5%). The favorable bone 
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formation associated with pBCP70:30 may be due to its osteoinductive property (Santos et al., 

2018). It should be noted that other studies using BCP60:40 have also shown new bone 

formation ranging from 21% to 30% and no differences with the use of AB compared with 

deproteinized bovine bone (Cordaro et al., 2008; Danesh-Sani et al., 2016; Froum, Wallace, 

Cho, Elian, & Tarnow, 2008). In contrast, Danesh-Sani et al. (2016) showed a significantly 

higher volume of newly formed bone for AB (36.8%) than for BCP60/40 (28.2%) and an 

average of 32.9% and 4.8% residual graft particles, respectively (Danesh-Sani et al., 2016). In 

the abovementioned work, the rapid AB graft resorption could be due to the graft origin in the 

zygomatic buttress, lateral sinus wall or tuberosity area, all of which have porous cortical 

bone with fine trabeculae (D3 and D4 Misch classifications). In the present work, the AB 

originated from the mentum or ramus of the mandible, each of which is principally composed 

of dense cortical bone (D1 and D2 Misch classifications). These different AB remodeling 

rates clearly indicate that the AB donor site directly influences both the remodeling rate and 

new bone formation. 

On the other hand, the histological sections showed a higher degree of bone 

maturation in the AB group than the pBCP70:30 group. The AB core biopsies were filled 

with large cortical bone graft particles surrounded by new lamellar bone, with the spaces 

between them occupied by bone marrow. In the pBCP70:30 biopsies, connective tissue filled 

most of the spaces between the particles, and intense bone remodeling by osteoclasts was 

observed in some samples. Multinucleated giant cells/osteoclasts involved in the 

resorption/remodeling of both the bone and grafted material were found around the 

pBCP70:30 granules. These results agree with those of previous reports; therefore, AB 

remains the “gold standard” for bone regeneration (Danesh-Sani, Engebretson, & Janal, 2017; 

Sakkas, Wilde, Heufelder, Winter, & Schramm, 2017). 
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CONCLUSION 

The CBCT, 3D micro-CT and histomorphometric results obtained in this randomized 

clinical trial indicate that pBCP70:30 is a good osteoconductive graft material that promotes a 

similar amount of bone formation as does AB and loses less graft volume than AB in patients 

undergoing MSFA procedures, as evaluated over the short term. The biopsy features were 

also similar for both materials, despite the pBCP70:30 showing more soft tissue and less bone 

marrow formation. Clinically, the two materials displayed similar bioactivity and bone 

remodeling rate, while the pBCP70:30 exhibited higher total volume maintenance. Additional 

studies are needed to evaluate the long-term performance of pBCP70:30 in MSFA. 
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Table 1. Patients and biopsies data  

Number of enrolled patients  12 

Females/male 10/2 

Mean of age ± SD, years (range) 50 ± 6 (37-63) 

Right maxilla 

8 AB 

4 pBCP70:30 

Left maxilla 

4 AB 

8 pBCP70:30 

Total number of implants (range)   69 (2-8 per patient) 

Number of bone biopsy 

3 AB 

9 pBCP70:30 

Mean biopsy height  

4.04±0.76 mm for AB  

5.81±1.62 mm for pBCP70:30 
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Table 2. Mean ± standard deviation (SD); range and p-value of the Mann-Whitney test of 

data obtained from 3D-microCT morphometry (CTAn software) and bidimensional (2D) 

histomorphometry of the biopsies. 

Parameters 

Mean ± SD (range) 

AB 

(n=3) 

pBCP70:30 

(n=9) 

Mann-Whitney 
U Test  

(p value) 

Micro-CT morphometry 

Biopsy total volume TV (mm3) 
39.64 ± 10.91 

(28.67–50,49) 

53.00 ± 15.22 

(35.51–81.44) 
0.2818 

Graft materials volume density 

GmV/TV (%) 

26.79 ± 3.11 

(23.25–28.01) 

30.22 ± 7.91 

(20.03–42.92) 
0.5791 

Newly formed bone volume 

NbV/TV (%) 

24.71 ± 3.90 

(24.59–28.66) 

32.87 ± 5.73 

(27.07-42.86) 
0.0961 

Histomorphometry 

Graft materials volume density 

GmV/TV (%) 

24.57 ± 2.75 

(22.12–27.55) 

33.05 ± 7.37 

(23.62-44.33) 
0.0785 

Newly formed bone volume 

density NbV/TV (%) 

24.50 ± 4.90 

(19.04–28.52) 

30.45 ± 5.00 

(23.83–36.18) 
0.2091 

Connective tissue volume density 

CTV/TV (%) 

10.17 ± 6.19 

(3.48–15.69) 

25.90 ± 6.93 

(17.15–34.37) 
0.0182 

Marrow bone Volume density 

BMV/TV (%) 

40.76 ± 8.60 

(30.83–45.88) 

10.18 ± 8.97 

(1.51-21.43) 
0.0091 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Clinical study design (A): Timeline showing the period of patient selection between 

2012 and 2013, the MSFA surgical procedure (T0), the acquisition of CBCT images at 15 

days before MSFA (T0), 7 days after MSFA (T1), and 4 months after MSFA (T2), and biopsy 

collection with concomitant implant installation at six months after MSFA. Bilateral MSFA 

procedures and biopsy harvesting (B): (A) Particulate AB. B) pBCP70:30 granules. (C-D) 

Right and left bony windows created in the antero-lateral wall of the maxilla with one sinus 

filled with AB (C) and the contralateral sinus filled with pBCP70:30 (D). (E-F) Tomographic 

assessment of the maxillary sinus cavities filled with AB (E) and pBCP70:30 (F). (G) 

Trephine biopsy after MSFA. 

 

Figure 2. Micro-CT reconstruction and analysis of bone graft biopsies: (A) 3D sagittal view 

showing particles of AB (blue arrow) and pBCP70:30 (yellow arrow) involved with newly 

formed bone (red arrow) and the assessed VOI (dotted area blue). (B) 2D coronal view of 

biopsies showing density differences among the AB (blue arrow), pBCP70:30 (yellow 

arrow) and newly formed bone (red arrow). (C) Binary images used to distinguish the graft 

materials, AB and pBCP70:30 (salmon color), from new bone (green color). (D) Binary 

images used to distinguish of newly formed bone (salmon color) from the graft materials 

(green color). 

 

Figure 3. CBCT images and analysis of MSFA with AB and pBCP70:30. A panoramic view 

(PV) and oblique sagittal cross section of the right (R) and left (L) sinuses of a male (EB) 

and female (ES) patient at different time points. T0 (preoperative) images showing the RRH 

between the crestal level (blue line) and the sinus floor level (yellow line). At T1 (7 days 

after MSFA) and T2 (4 months after MSFA), the grafted area of the MS appears as a 
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hyperdense area; the gain in height is marked by a red line. The table shows the mean and 

SD of the height and grafted volume in MSFA with pBCP70:30 and AB, as determined by 

CBCT, and their p values obtained by paired t test. 

 

Figure 4. Micro-CT and histological images of a biopsy after MSFA with autogenous bone 

harvested at 6 months: (A) Sagittal micro-CT image showing newly formed bone (red arrow) 

as low-density areas around higher-density AB particles (blue arrow). (B) Corresponding 

panoramic histological image. (B1 and B2) Details of (B) showing large AB particles (area 

surrounded by black dotted line) with empty osteocytic lacunae surrounded by a thin layer of 

newly formed bone (red arrow). Note the new bone formation (green arrow) around the AB 

nutritional channels (Au) and that the spaces between the particles are filled by bone marrow 

(BM). HE staining, 10X and 100X. 

 

Figure 5. Micro-CT and histological images of a biopsy after MSFA with pBCP70:30 

harvested at 6 months: (A) Sagittal micro-CT image showing the fine trabeculae of newly 

formed bone (red arrow) as low-density areas surrounding higher-density pBCP70:30 

granules (blue arrow). (B) Corresponding panoramic histological image. (B1 and B2) Details 

showing new bone formation around a pBCP70:30 granule (red arrow in B1) and inside 

concavities (red arrow B2). Note that the spaces between the granules are filled by connective 

tissue (CT) and bone marrow (BM). HE staining, 10X and 100X. 

 

Figure 6. Micro-CT and histological images of a biopsy after MSFA with pBCP70:30 

harvested at 6 months showing graft/bone turnover: (A) Sagittal micro-CT image of a biopsy 

showing the thick trabeculae of newly formed bone as hipo-dense areas (red arrow) 

occupying the spaces between high-density pBCP70:30 granules (blue arrow). (B) 
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Corresponding panoramic histological image. (B1 and B2) Details show extensive bone 

formation on the pBCP70:30 granule surface. Note the presence of multinucleated giant 

cells/osteoclasts (black arrows) on the bone and pBCP70:30 surfaces. HE staining, 10X and 

100X. 

 

Figure 7. Pearson correlation graphs for graft material volume density (A) and newly formed 

bone (B) obtained by micro-CT and histology. The graph shows the trend line obtained by 

combining both techniques, the equation, and the resulting coefficients of correlation (r) and 

determination (r2). 
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3 DISCUSSION 

 

 

AB remains as the gold standard for bone regeneration (Sakkas et al., 2017). In the 

present research, the porous HA/TCP-70/30 bone ceramic showed a bioactivity and bone 

formation similar to autogenous bone AB in the preclinical critical sized defect model in rats 

and maxillary sinus augmentation procedures in patients. Both approaches showed particular 

bone formation in different regions within the grafted area, highlighting the higher 

osteoconductive potential of this pBCP. Moreover, in the clinical approach, a good graft 

stability, i.e., low graft remodeling rate, during maxillary sinus augmentation and prior to 

dental implant placement, was observed in the short term. Physicochemical characteristics of 

both HA and β-TCP phases in the preclinical approach appeared stable among the different 

granular sizes of 0.7, 1.0 and 1.5 mm. All granular sizes showed more graft stability than AB 

in the long term (4-24 weeks). However, the 1.5 mm pBCP was less stable and less 

advantageous in promoting bone formation than other granule sizes. We found a similar 

performance of porous HA/TCP:7030 to AB as a bone substitute for bone regeneration in the 

preclinical critical size defect model and maxillary sinus floor augmentation procedure in 

patients.   

According to our outcomes, bone formation promotion between AB and pBCP/70:30 

appeared similar in the clinical approach in the short term. However, in the preclinical 

approach and long term, granular sizes of 0.7 and 1 mm promoted more bone formation than 

AB and 1.5 mm was equal to the latter. Additionally, differences in the quality of bone 

formation were clearly observed and most of these differences were related to the common 

properties of the biomaterial (osteoinductivity, osteoconductivity and osteogenenicity). This is 

seen in the host tissue response to the biomaterial used.  
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The outcomes of articles 1 and 2 are in agreement with the current literature (Vos et 

al., 2009; Sakkas et al., 2017; Chavda and Levin, 2018), considering AB as the gold standard 

for bone regeneration. At this point, AB displayed all the three main properties of a bone 

grafting substitute and it was evidenced by the presence of newly formed bone around AB 

particles in all regions within the grafted area. Although it could not be seen in the clinical 

approach (MSFA), because of its short-term design and the impossibility of harvesting more 

than one bone graft core biopsy, it was more evident in the preclinical approach in the long 

term (figure 5, 1st article). On the other hand, pBCP/70:30 showed to be more osteconductive 

than osteoinductive (Habibovic et al., 2008; Tortamano et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015). Thus, 

bone formation occurred around the BCP granule surfaces locally, but in a panoramic view, 

the bone was formed from the border toward the center of the defects and also from the 

duramater side toward the teguments (figure 5, 12st article). A previous study from our 

research group analyzed HA/TCP 70/30 implanted in mandibular critical size defects and 

within muscle bundles and reported new bone formation over their surface, pores and 

concavities (Santos et al., 2018). While comparing granules size of this BCP, different 

microenvironments were stablished that may explain the differences in bone formation rate 

among the granular size groups. Thus, our outcomes support that bone formation rate is 

affected by pBCP granular variations. Besides, we also consider that proper physicochemical 

characterization of a biomaterial must be performed as an integral part of the in vivo testing 

studies (Ebrahimi et al., 2017).   

In some clinical situations, such as sinus augmentation (MSFA), graft volume stability 

is necessary (Kirmeier et al., 2008; Kuhl et al., 2015), which means that low resorption rate is 

desired in such cases. On this issue, AB showed to be less advantageous than pBCP/70:30, 

since its higher resorption rate led to graph volume diminution, which can affect the total 

volume needed for the implant placement. HA/TCP ratios are adjusted to obtain a proper 
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balance between the resorption time of the scaffold and the timing of new bone formation in 

specific clinical situations (Jensen et al., 2009; Mangano et al., 2015; Helder et al., 2018). 

The low rate of pBCP/70:30 biodegradability is explained by the higher proportion of HA 

content versus β-TCP. Regarding this graft stability, in a mandibular defect model, AB graft 

can be comparable to BCP 20/80, whereas BCP 60/40 and BCP 80/20 rather equaled the 

known as ‘‘bone substitute control’’ DBBM xenograft  (Jensen et al., 2009). In MSFA 

procedure, BCP 60/40 showed an 84.32% graft volume maintenance until a short-term post-

op of 6 months (Ohe et al., 2016). Addition of AB to BCP 60/40 also increased its 

reabsorption rate from 15% to 18% after six months of MSFA (Kuhl et al., 2015).  Our 

clinical results pointed a significant higher grafted sinus volume maintenance by pBCP/70:30 

(85%) vs AB (70%). However, AB resorption rate relies on the quality of the donor area. The 

cancellous AB from extraoral sites usually has a high resorption rate and leads to minimal 

bone formation (Block and Kent, 1997; Block et al., 1998). In the preclinical approach, 

critical size defect model (Article 1), grafted volume reduction of AB reached 45% in the long 

term. On the other hand, the differences in granular size of pBCP/70:30 (0.7 mm, 1.0 mm and 

1.5 mm) did not influence the total grafted volume maintenance, which was far higher than 

AB at 24 weeks. In spite of pBCP volume maintenance, 1.5-mm granules group showed 

significant graft volume reduction versus other granular size groups, indicating that there 

might not be a direct relationship between granular size stability and volume maintenance.  

In bone substitutes studies, animal experimentation is a better approach than in vitro 

tests, and usage of animal models is often essential in extrapolating the experimental results 

and translating the information into a human clinical setting (Bigham-Sadegh and Oryan, 

2015). Critical size defect in rats still represents a reliable preclinical model to analyze bone 

regeneration. Despite clinical studies are far more significant, sample size and other factors 

such as variability of individuals may represent a difficulty for them. In the clinical approach, 
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a self-controlled study design known as split-mouth study is preferred because it eliminates 

most of the sources of bias that occur in similar controlled studies (Al-Almaie et al., 2017). 

Core biopsies are limited and represent a challenge in the clinical practice;, once performed 

they provide valuable data regarding other factors that influence MSFA than implant 

placement and survival (Kirmeier et al., 2008).  

In summary, pBCPs seem to be good substitutes to treat bone loss. Moreover, in 

Dentistry ceramic bone substitutes and autografts show more acceptance and preference 

among patients when compared to allografts and xenografts (Fernández et al., 2015). Both 

preclinical and clinical approaches support that pBCP/70:30 having similar bioactivity to AB, 

while promoting bone formation and higher graft stability. Granular size points potential 

influence on the biomaterial performance, however this topic deserves further analyses in 

specific clinical conditions. For the clinical practice, to get a predictable MSFA outcome, 

precise measurement methods of the grafted area would be one of the important factors for 

successful implant treatment, because loss of graft height and width might compromise the 

future implants placement into the grafted maxilla (Ohe et al., 2016). More studies are still 

necessary to get a more comprehensive panorama regarding graft stability and granular size 

influence on bone regeneration processes. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

In conclusion, this study demonstrated: 

 

� The novel BCP evaluated in this study is a ceramic biphasic formatted by 

hydroxyapatite and β-TCP in a 70/30 ratio. This material contains several 

concavities and micropores on its surface, increasing surface area for bone 

deposition and a Ca/P ration of 1.8. 

� The presence of concavities in pBCP surface creates a favorable 

microenvironment for bone formation, which is directly influenced by the granule 

size. Small and medium granule size of pBCP promoted higher bone gain than 

large size in an 8-mm critical bone defect in rat skull.  

� In the preclinical model, although AB graft showed a higher bone gain at the 

shorter period (4 weeks), this gain was not maintained at longer periods (12 and 

24 weeks), while the slow absorption of pBCP favored the bone ingrowth until 24 

weeks at higher values than AB. 

� Clinically, pBCP promoted a similar amount of bone formation and less loss of 

graft volume when compared to AB in patients undergoing MSFA procedures in 

the short term (six months). 

� Thus, pBCP might be an efficient bone substitute to repair large bone defects and 

to promote bone augmentation, as an alternative to autologous bone. 
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